18 February 2016

Dear Parent/Caregiver

Re: Middle Campus ISEC Excursion: Art Gallery of South Australia / South Australian Museum

On Friday 26 February the ISEC Art/Humanities Class will be visiting the Art Gallery of South Australia and the South Australian Museum. The students will choose artworks that can be used as examples for their Australian cultural studies. At the Museum students will learn about Australian animals and their habitats, diets and interesting facts. There is no cost for entry to the Art Gallery and SA Museum.

Students will need to bring their metro cards or pay for a bus ticket. If students wish to purchase their lunch in the city they will also need to bring some money.

We will leave school at 8:40am and take public transport to arrive at the venue by 9:45am. Our tour will begin at 10:15am. Students may take photos but are not allowed to use a flash as it damages the artwork. Storage space for backpacks is available for larger items.

We will return to school on public transport where students will be dismissed at 3:10pm.

Students must wear the correct school uniform and will be expected to behave in a way that reflects school values.

Yours sincerely

Yohan Lee/Gosia Sztolc
ISEC Teachers

Jacqui van Ruiten
Principal